note: 4

we’re working on constructing a kind of provisional, collective situation

note: 27
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-:) note 1
printROOM
Karin de Jong
Edourd van Rijn
A month of artist-produced
publications zines, essays
and books from all over Europe!
CLUBSproject
June 2003
-:) note 2
CLUBSfeedback session
with Terri Bird, Scott Mitchell, Sanne
Mestrom, Karen Burns, Mira Gojak,
Andrea Tu, Spiros Panigirakis, Andrew
McQualter for the work: one thing
another thing, some thing other, other
things stagger and...
Bianca Hester
CLUBSproject
October 2003
http://www.clubsproject.org.au/
feedback.php
-:) note 3
Playing House
Michelle Ussher
Detail of reading room section of
project including sketchbooks from
Toni Anne, Kenna Dowd + Rob Mc
Haffie. This was couched in a project
in which Michelle displayed a large
series of water colours coupled with
weekend drawing workshops.
CLUBSproject
December 2004
-:) note 4
Diagram-poster made
in conjunction with the project:
multipleMISCELLANEOUSalliances
(mMa)
Organised by Bianca Hester and
involving: Elizabeth Boyce, Sandra
Bridie, Terri Bird, Christian Capurro,
DAMP, Josh Daniels, Kate Fulton, Tara
Gilbee, Bianca Hester, Anthony Hunt,
Kath Houston, Raafat Ishak, Helen
Johnson, Lisa Kelly, KNOTWORK
– Mick Douglas + Katie Bowman,
Laresa Kosloff, Damien Lawson,
Sanne Maestrom, Azlan McLennan,
Andrew McQualter, Scott Mitchell,
N55 ROOMS, Tom Nicholson, Occular
Lab – Julie Davies + Alex Rizkala,
SPACEPORK ADVENTURES – Julie
Burke + Shelley Krycer +Jeanette
Purkis + Deborah Bain King, April
Phillips, Spiros Panigirakis, SPLINT
– Jason Mailing + Torie Nimmervoll,
STICKY books – Simone Ewenson +
Luke Sinclair, Stuart Ringholt, Office of

Utopic Procedures - Bernhard Sachs,
Utako Shindo, Jessie Walsh, Helen
Walter, West Space, Kylie Wilkinson,
Keith Wong, Jason Workman.........
“...multipleMISCELLANEOUSalliances
(mMa) is an ongoing, unwieldy, everproliferating series of linkages and collaborative connections across diverse
clusters of people across Melbourne
and Sydney. It is a series of projects
both pocketed and piggy-backing on
top of and in-between other projects. It
criss-crosses and interlopes between
art spaces, web forums, telephone
calls, lounge-rooms, email messages,
chunks of collaborative production,
public actions and face to face
dialogues. It is an experiment with the
construction of relations based in evershifting negotiations and cascading
possibilities. It is transient, ongoing,
confusing and delirious. It is opensource, anti-copyright, independent
and un-controllably miscellaneous!...”
This project was developed in conjunction with resistance through rituals
co-ordinated by Lisa Kelly located
between CLUBSproject + Westspace
June 2004
http://www.clubsproject.org.au/workshops.php
-:) note 5
critical mass
Riding over the Bolte Bridge
Melbourne
January 2004
* see related essay on pages 21- 25

-:) note 6
Opening outside of Ocular Lab
for the project active air
OSW
March 2005
-:) note 7
skipping in the Fitzroy gardens with
Saskia Schut, Helen Johnson, Scott
Mitchell and Gareth Malone.
December 2004
-:) note 8
Rehearsing with Manthrax
Bianca Hester
Saskia Schut
Helen Johnson
CLUBSproject Studios
August 2004 - June 2005

-:) note 9
wireless connection
Scott Mitchell
Temporary wireless internet
connection set up for CLUBSproject
to utilize the Gertrude broadband
connection during mMa
May 2004
http://hypertext.rmit.edu.au/~smitchell/
-:) note 10
Interest in the newly set-up
connection in the studio of Helen
Walter at CLUBSproject
June 2004
-:) note 11
Detail of SOUL
Lizzy Newman
CLUBSproject
April 2004
-:) note 12
Installation at MIR11
Lizzy Newman
April 2005
* see related essay on page 6

-:) note 13
Detail of Luminous Fountain Work
from: WITH
Spiros Panigirakis
(including Terri Bird, Anna Fern, Ruth
Hansen, Andrew McQualter, Scott
Mitchell, Helen Radloff, Saskia Schut
and Fiona Symons, Fiona Gurney,
Seb Harris, Ben Haskin, Louise Irving,
Adam Scott and Michelle Ussher.
Set and costumes by Joe Hill, Dimitra
Panigirakis, Andrea Maksimovic,
Spiros Panigirakis, David Prater,
Sarah Roberts, Dominic Redfern
and Jonathan Symons)
CLUBSproject
May 2005
-:) note 14
Gravity Is No Longer A Problem
Gwynneth Porter
Written + published in conjunction with
the Dan Arps installation MODEL FOR
A COMMUNE
in Prospect at the City Gallery
Wellington N.Z.
August 2004
http://www.telecomprospect2004.org.
nz/opinions/gwenneth.asp

-:) note 15
Page detail from Gravity is No Longer
A Problem
Gwynneth Porter
http://www.naturalselection.org.nz/
-:) note 16
CUCKOO bar
In conjunction with resistance through
rituals
Gywn Porter, Dan Arps, Jon
Bywater
Westspace
May 2004
http://www.cuckoo.org.nz/
-:) note 17
MIKE
Performing at mMa
Jon Campbell, Chris Hill, Kain
Picken, Olivia Dowling, Harriet
Morgon, Shannon Smiley
May 2004
-:) note 18
Public events poster
mMa
CLUBSproject
May 2004-:) note 19
Cake baked by Terri Bird and
Andrew McQualter for the event
WITH organised by Spiros
Panigirakis
-:) note 20
Audience at WITH waiting to eat the
table of cakes
-:) note 21
a to he
Written by Micahel Farrell and
performed by Fiona Gurney, Seb
Harris, Ben Haskin, Louise Irving,
Adam Scott and Michelle Ussher
during the project WITH
May 2005
-:) note 22
Detail of costumes worn in the
a to he performance (comprising of a
mosquito, a mushroom, a sun, a koala
+ a pigeon.....)

-:) note 23
Detail of construction made by SPLINT
Jason Mailing + Tori Nimmervole
Using their material/tool kit, splint
constructed a series of devices in and
around the architecture of CLUBS.
This was a swing device slung from
the man-hole during mMa.
May 2004
http://www.splint.info/

-:) note 29
Detail of plasticine-gleflex-silicone
rubber-object stack on black melamine
floor template, from the project:
thickening diagrams >> collapsing,
dispersing >> events multiple material
(corner : corner), and stretching
Bianca Hester
ACCA
February 2005

-:) note 24
Detail of scraps, food and work in the
RMIT studios
August 2005

-:) note 30
A pile of dirt that remained out the
front of our house for 8 months.
February - September 2004

-:) note 25
M.A.P.
Collaboration between
Justin Andrews
Masato Takasaka
Detail of the relation between Justin’s
painting and Masato’s sculpture. The
collaboration work was structured by
the process of translation from painting-to-sculpture-to painting. The result
of this work was a series of 2 and 3
dimensional forms that developed
relations along a line of investigation.
Gertrude C.A.S studio 12
November 2003
http://www.gertrude.org.au/exhibition.
php?id=38
-:) note 26
Image of upturned concrete taken in
Albert Park while riding to the city
September 2003
-:) note 27
Image of a pile of dirty clothes
February 2005
-:) note 28
You must have been in Strange Places
Wall drawing-painting installation
Helen Johnson
Gertrude C.A.S.
February 2005
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....the water cooler Lizzy hired for use in her work
at MIR11 was delivered there the week before the
show. It sat temporarily in the offices of Ashton
Raggat McDougall (ARM) for an hour or so, waiting for
us to shunt it out the door and into the adjacent gallery
space. We laughed out loud upon its encounter, as
the white boxy amenity that I’ve become accustomed
(to the point of a general blindness) had transmorgified
into a sexed-up little missile – coated in faux stainless
steel – no doubt in an aesthetic response to the
inevitable force of the design delirium sweeping
through Melbourne over the last few years. That boxy
white cooler a thing O’ the past! No longer a smudge
in a dreary corner. Neverfail seems to have identified
an aesthetic lacking in comparison to the urgent
sophistication of the new and always newer interiors of
the city, and has responded promptly in the form of a
silver upgrade to its fountain range.
The fountain was installed between the gallery wall
and towards the edge of a grey fabric flooring so
as to allow for human access to its’ flow. This, a
foyer between ARM, lifts and other design firms is a
thoroughfare cut by the busy comings and goings of
well dressed architects and sweaty couriers.
Three days passed and by 6pm on the night of
the opening, I arrived and noticed the volume of
water provided by the fountain was sucked almost
completely dry! It made me realize how well the work
was working, in that it had harnessed the corporate
texture of the foyer, inserting itself snugly, wryly.
The event of almost total consumption of the water,
marked by the figural presence of the emptied water
cooler, seemed to produce an opening; granting
permission for extra acts of appropriation. The
humbling shyness of the work added to this
tone. Moveable, domestic objects approximating
‘furnishings’ (a couch, a kind of mat-cum-carpet
floor work, and 3 small shag pile carpet rounds that
you’d find in a nanna’s bathroom, kept company by
the water cooler, a ‘come in we’re open’ sign, and 2
roughly cut, abstract wall hangings made from fabric
remnants), infused the work with an air of service
provision in which it seemed to offer itself up for a
kind of masochism. The work located and produced
a fascinating tension. Just because it seemed to offer
something extra, did not mean that a total acceptance
and use of this gift was necessary or appropriate. Like
an annoying family guest, we overstayed our welcome
and devoured all the cake without empathetic restraint
(I’m suggesting a restraint not in a moralistic sense in
which we are compelled to abide by particular rules

and repressions, but that we might think beyond our
own ego-oriented consumption and possibly open-out
towards the unexpected other that is everywhere and
always to come). Collectively, we’d lain over and shifted
the couches about, trodden all over the mat and drained
the supply of water. The fact that the work permitted
this was exciting, but the fact that we’d unwittingly
abused it in the process was unsettling.
After these opening events, more appropriation
was to come. In the midst of the show’s duration,
the neighbouring ARM architects (who control the
foyer) removed all the furnishing-components of
the work without asking, while hosting the arrival of
“some important clients”. They deemed the work as
inappropriate to their corporate image, and in removing
the work they actively positioned it as other, and then
quickly, neatly, repressed it’s difference. This act of
removal and therefore denial serves to create a very
definate boundary and irksome power relation. The
temporary removal of the work became apparent to
Lizzy only after the fact, when she came in to document
the project and noticed, surprisingly, that
something was kind-of askew.
The drainage of the limited supply of water was then,
a kind of harbinger of things to come. It’s not that that
the water shouldn’t have been drunk, in that it was
strictly art, and therefore banished to a zone of purest
depiction. Its very engagement in and with the concrete
world, served to fold back and render the work as
engagingly concrete, meant that it was there, absolutely,
TO be drunk! But in absence of any stockpile of
supplementary bottles, and a finite supply of plastic
cups in the dispenser, and no-one ever fully present in
the foyer (except in transit) to host the space, then there
was never going to be a replacement of the water. This
was probably only clear in retrospect, as the fountain
sat strangely empty for the duration of the show, kept
company by a bin full of plastic cups at its foot. It
imparted the work with a slightly depressing ambience,
edged by lack, and absence; and of the feeling of
dissapointment after arriving too late.

note: 12

That this was probably not even an issue to those
that sucked it dry is of minor significance. It’s that
the colonising action, of using it all up in the form of
an absent-minded and habitual consumption, and of
appropriating and excluding it is chilling (and seems to
be ‘more of the same’) in terms of an allegory for our
engagement with materiality (and with each other)
in the ‘ever-advancing’ world.
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-:) note 31
send me home
Raafat Ishak
Welcome mat installed at the entrance
of CLUBSproject for the duration of
mMa. The send me home work is
part of an ongoing project in which
texts have been made public at Ocular
Lab (Melbourne) and most recently at
Gertrude C.A.S. (Melbourne).
May 2004
-:) note 32
installation workshops_01
Makiko Yamamoto
As a part of an ongoing series of
student workshops investigating
the relation of process to materiality,
students chose a procedure from a
lucky-dip bag, selected a material from
a table of shared items and were given
10 minutes to experiment with folding
each term into the other to produce
a spatial-material drawing. Makiko
Yamamoto chose electrical tape and
the word separate and drew a series
of concentric circles around her body
on the floor until she could reach no
further.
RMIT Tafe studios
May 2005
-:) note 33
In early February, Melbourne was hit
by the most excellent of storms. They
raged deep in the night, blowing roofs
apart, toppling the most massive of
trees (which in their falling pulled up
tracts of earth). For weeks after, the
trees lay horizontal in the gardens and
sometimes dropped limbs unexpectedly over footpaths. What surprised
me about this image was the ever so
flimsy-thin layer of asphalt that had
lifted up with the clunky force of the
falling tree.
February 2005
-:) note 34
It seemed strange and disappointing that the cars crushed in the St
Kilda area were pre-1985. We had
wished to see a black 4WD under limb
somewhere.
-:) note 35
o)))))))))))))))))))
Helen Johnson
....this is a sample of Helens writing
from her blog. This fragment the aural
becoming visceral. For more insightful

writing go to page 19 and visit:
http://triangularsun.blogspot.com/
Friday, March 04, 2005
-:) note 36
intstallation workshops_02
Staurt Rowe
Makiko Yamamoto
Darren Munce
The workshops continued through
the day. The last exercise saw people
teaming up into groups of 2 + 3.
People again chose materials and
processes by chance, but were asked
to ‘site’ these by locating a space
in which they could respond to the
process-materials they had chosen.
These students used a car-park space
that had been painted all-over in a
light grey hue, marking out a luminous
volume.
RMIT Tafe studios
May 2005
-:) note 37
Staurt Rowe
Makiko Yamamoto
Darren Munce
They employed these materials by
installing them in peripheral zones at
the very edges of the car-park space.
This consisted of: a tiny beige block
wedged under a brick; a rag hung up
over a rail which marked the overhead
threshold of the car-park; a plastic bag
stuffed into the end of a drain pipe;
and tiny coloured blocks balanced in
the cracks of a wall and perched on
the handle of a door. The work was
open, subtle and expansive;
responding to the airy,
voluminous quality of the site.
RMIT Tafe studios
May 2005
-:) note 38
Stuart, Makiko and Darren in
front of their work.
RMIT tafe studios
May 2005
-:) note 39
Building 10 RMIT. One of the biggest
vertical surfaces of the city accessible
by footpath. In the winter afternoons
it glows orange from the reflection of
other buildings and the low-lying sun.
August 2004

........
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-:) note 40
Sue + Phil Dodd
Tan Lee
Anton Marin
Bianca Hester
During the last week of a my work;
one thing, another thing, some things
other, other things stagger and....at
CLUBSproject, I invited Sue and Phil
Dodd to utilize the site as a device
within which to frame a performance.
They invited a fashion student to dress
them, and another artist to perform
within the work. They developed a
durational event in which Sue sang for
6 hours while Phil played sound from
an amplified game-boy device.
CLUBSproject
November 2003
-:) note 41
one thing, another thing, some things
other, other things stagger and....
Empty of people and looking along the
floor through the archway.
CLUBSproject
October-November 2003
-:) note 42
cactus door handle
Scott Mitchell
As a part of a Masters in industrial
Design at RMIT, my partner Scott
spends his days hacking and modding
objects. This is an example of a
modded door handle, in which an
arm from a wooden cactus (which
was given to Scott as a gift salvaged
from a hard rubbish collection). It
now furnishes our lounge-room door.
When closed (and if you stand on the
less cumbersome side) the weight
of it produces the sensation that
somebody is there at the other end of
the handle. http://hypertext.rmit.edu.
au/~smitchell/?p=53
-:) note 43
Scott Mitchell
Contribution to SLAVE magazine 3
(co-ordinated by Rob Mackenzie see
note 71)
March 2005
-:) note 44
Page detail of interview booklet made
for the project titled:
expanding.compressing.fields.figures
for the exhibition: the blindspots we
sometimes see. This is an
interview with Blair Trethowan

MCA Sydney
September 2001
Bianca Hester + Blair Trethowan
-:) note 45
Fictional Texts written after a series
of 26 interviews with artists from
Melbourne.
Bianca Hester with Chris Arnold, Elizabeth Boyce, Esther Buder, Kim Donaldson, Juan Ford, Starlie Geikie, Julia
Gorman, Jason Haufe, Lucille Hughes,
Vanessa Hutchinson, Kate McMahon,
Andrew McQualter, David Noonan,
Spiros Panigirakis, Lara Stanovic,
Daniella Tigani and Emma Woolley.
July 1999 - October 2000
-:) note 46
At the foot of Justice (Will judgement
hurt when it falls on him?)
Sanne Mestrom
Watercolour wall painting installation
Conical
September 2004.
-:) note 47
fit-out
Fiona Abicare
Fine mesh screens were installed in
the shop-front windows of Le Louvre
on Collins Street. They had been fitted
to inhabit the entire display space
and were embroidered with coloured
wools. The image depicted was of the
actual interior of the shop, focusing on
details such as the stairwell, a chest
of draws and light fittings. The screen
was left bare in parts, so as to allow
vision to penetrate into the shopspace. The effect of looking through
the flattened, tapestry ‘abstractions’
towards the objects from which they
were derived, produced a double-take;
a kind of visual shimmer.
Le Louvre, Melbourne
April 2002
-:) note 48
Blair Trethowan
nirvana gaffa taped over logos on their
amplifiers + fugazi never made a film
clip; 2 paintings given as a gift in 2001
2000 - 2005
-:) note 49
OSW (Terri Bird, Bianca Hester, Natasha Johns-Messenger, Scott Mitchell)
Installing active air at Ocular Lab
We took out the window over the

doorway in order to install an air
conditioning machine. The window
was painted over with what seemed
like hundreds of layers of white paint,
letting no light through. For a few
hours the hole was left open, and the
fluoro lights shone out onto the street
as it got dark - making the place shine
like a beacon - before we boarded it
up with ply-wood.
March 2005
-:) note 50
Installing active air at Ocular Lab.
The small aperture in the largest streetfront windows (both painted over in
white), is the space left for the announcement card of the current show.
We loved this little window because it
let us witness the comings and goings
of people at the intersection of Albert
and Pearson Streets - where Ocular
Lab is located. We were surprised at
the frenetic activity, because on first
glance the street seems so sleepy
and distant from the main centre of
Brunswick. The cars never ceased
engaging the roundabout! We realised
the potential of this dynamic view for a
video document and set up a camera
to capture the incessant flow for a
few hours.
OSW
March 2005
-:) note 51
Installing active air at Ocular Lab
March 2005
-:) note 52
Installing active air at Ocular Lab
March 2005
-:) note 53
Announcement text for: not to be
mistaken for the Melbourne International flower and garden show
Helen Johnson + Kylie Forbes
CLUBSproject
June 2005
-:) note 54
de-installation of the mMa diagram in
the resistance through rituals show at
westspace
Bianca Hester
Spiros Panigirakis
Helen Walter
........
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-:) note 55
untitled
22 October 2004
Cate Consandine
Produced for the show curated by
Katherine Huang at MIR 11 (involving
Kate Fulton, Cate Consandine, Starlie
Geikie, Bianca Hester). Cate installed
a bathroom sink and produced a wallresidue work, applying make-up traces
onto the white surface using her face
as the application device. She did this
alone one night. The sink was removed
the day after and the residue was left
for display.
October 2004
-:) note 56
detail from book 1
Chris LG Hill
2003
-:) note 57
Length, Width and Depth
Michael Graeve
Two durational sound events lasting 3
and 6 hours respectively
CLUBSproject
Thursday 25 March >> 7- 9 pm
Saturday 27 March >>12- 6 pm
-:) note 58
Detail from M.A.P. collaboration
Justin Andrews
Masato Takasaka
Gertrude C.A.S.
November 2003
-:) note 59
detail of digital image presented in the
project titled: display only
Fiona Abicare
Westspace
September 2002
-:) note 60
Detail of module 2 consisting of a
plasticine-gleflex-silicone rubber-object stack on black melamine floor
template, with twisted-stick-stacks,
grey plasticine-squash and plasticine
extrusions from the project:
thickening diagrams >> collapsing,
dispersing >> events multiple material
(corner : corner), and stretching
Bianca Hester
ACCA
February 2005

This made me smile, and take a photo, and write this - I’m telling myself it’s
important; and I think it has something to do with Sony.
The car boot is becoming a cupboard but it’s not a transformation of the car boot;
the car boot was already a cupboard, I’d just forgotten that. It’s cupboardness was
lying dormant. Things are not the objects we pretend they are, there’s always more
to them, awaiting an escape. That escape is the productive possibility in language.

note: 72

Companies produce objects, not things. A thing is an object without meaning or
purpose, it’s an undefined event, it’s not something a company wants hanging
around. If an object escapes a companies control then they loose the ability
to capitalise on it. Companies secure the identity of the objects they produce
through advertising, warranties, copyrights, patents, trademarks and digital rights
management. These mechanisms allow companies to maintain ownership of their
objects once the consumer has taken possession and they ensure that consumers
can never gain the sort of ownership over an object that is afforded the company.
Companies produce and police our visual language (Sony is particularly good at
this - check out www.retropod.com for an example of their vigilance).

note: 87

I like this car boot handle for the same reasons I like modding and hacking. It says;
the language of this Ford Falcon isn’t working for me; I need something different;
and I am capable of producing that difference.

note: 43

note: 71
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-:) note 61
a collaborative improvisational
performance
Phil Dodd
Generating sound using a gameboy
device at CLUBSproject
November 2003
-:) note 62
Standard Apparatus
Alicia Frankovich
Work in development and made public
at CLUBSproject.
May 2005
-:) note 63
mo-fa-rah
Chris LG Hill
Performance during the show titled
smash your own windows; curated by
Spiros Panigirakis and Starlie Geikie
and involving Chris Hill, Christian
Thompson and Helen Johnson.
CLUBSproject
May 2005
-:) note 64
Consandine, Fulton, Geikie, Hester,
Huang curated by Katherine Huang
For the opening, we decided to throw
an indoor picnic and play records for
our audience.
MIR 11
October 2003
-:) note 65
there’s a hole in the bucket
curated by Spiros Panigirakis and
involving: Fiona Abicare, Kylie Forbes,
Scott Mitchell, Kylie Stillman, Helen
Walter, Matthew Brown, Joshua
Daniel, Pip Edwards, Carly Fischer,
Jophes Fleming,Tim Fleming, Starlie
Geikie, Georgia Harvey, Bianca Hester,
Geneine Honey, Susan Jacobs, Helen
Johnson, Marcus Keating, Justine
Khamara, Nita-Jane McMahon,
Brooke Penrose, April Phillips, Jonus
Ropponen, Stuart Rowsell, Saskia
Schut, Jan van Shaik, Ariel Tobey,
Carl Williams, Vanessa White, Anthony
White and David Wlazlo.
CLUBSproject
May 2004

-:) note 66
Artist sit-in at NGV Australia for the
Say No To Nothing Campaign, national
day of action in Melbourne
August 14th 2004
-:) note 67
Installing active air at Ocular Lab
OSW
March 2005
-:) note 68
Residue from the fictions
of being series
Terri Bird
RMIT Gossard Studios
1999
-:) note 69
Residue from the fictions
of being series
Terri Bird
RMIT Gossard Studios
1999
-:) note 70
Detail of module 1 (temporary conglomerate for threshold intensification
and diagonal splitting) for the project
titled: thickening diagrams >> collapsing, dispersing >> events multiple
material (corner : corner), and
stretching
Bianca Hester
ACCA 2004-2005
-:) note 71
SLAVE 3
Magazine series curated and
co-ordinated by Rob McKenzie
For this edition of SLAVE, Rob
organised a collaborative project with
the design team called BLESS from
Paris/Berlin. SLAVE 3 was an A6
sized booklet which enveloped an
A5 pamphlet produced by BLESS.
SLAVE included the contributions of
Scott Mitchell, Janet Burchill + Jennifer
McCamley, Michelle Ussher + Jeremy
The, Angelo Flaccavento, Lyndal
Walker, Scott Redford, Chris Krauss,
A Constructed World (Jaqui Riva +

Geoff Lowe), Diane Pernet, Bianca
Hester, Natural Selection (Gwynneth
Porter + Dan Arps). This magazine
was published in conjunction with the
show titled SLAVE 3, at VCA gallery
Melbourne
March 2005
-:) note 72
some kind of dispersing states of thick
09.04-06.04
Contribution to SLAVE 2
Bianca Hester
July 2004
-:) note 73
partially inflated plastic line
from the project: one thing, another
thing, some things other, other things
stagger and....
Bianca Hester
CLUBSproject
October 2003
-:) note 74
Plasticine object squashed beneath
module 2 from the project titled:
thickening diagrams >> collapsing,
dispersing >> events multiple material
(corner : corner), and stretching
Bianca Hester
ACCA
2004-2005
-:) note 75
Large scrap of mirrored plastic residue
tumbling around the corner of La Trobe
and Victoria Streets, Melbourne
2005
-:) note 76
Scrap of newsprint blown up against
the base of a tree on Lonsdale St
Melbourne
2005
-:) note 77
Alex Rizkala out the front of Ocular Lab
with plummer (name unknown) and
landlord Rafaella Valentina during the
installation of active air by OSW.
During the first day of installation, the
plummer was called in to fix an

ongoing problem with the basement,
which had filled up over the year with
water and was now so full that the
concrete floor inside the gallery was
literally bursting at the seams, producing a slight peak in the middle of the
room. A pump was employed to flush
the basement of its thousands of brimming litres.
-:) note 78
Scott Mitchell transporting an air
conditioning unit, during the installation
of active air at Ocular Lab.
March 2005
-:) note 79
Installation detail of active air
OSW at Ocular Lab
March 2004
-:) note 80
magnet made for the occasion of the
active air event. We love making
paraphernalia in conjunction with each
event. So far we have produced a
sweat band, a poster and a magnet.
OSW
2002 - 2005
-:) note 81
Yellow circles in a mess over furniture
and on the floor. These circles live
as a small stack on my desk. They
are the residue of a poster that OSW
made in 2003. During windy days,
I come home and find them all over
the house, having been lifted and
dispersed by the cross-breeze through
the apartment.
-:) note 82
CLUBStennis
OSW
We harnessed the power of 3 tennis
ball machines to fire tennis balls
through selected zones of the
CLUBSproject interior venue.
As machines, bodies, catapulting balls
and walls/floors/ceilings converged,
the space was re-inscribed through
the intensive airborne concentrations
of mechanically driven movement and
sound.
March 2003

-:) note 83
love drawing
Rachael Douglas
This drawing was made by Rachael
when she was 8 (she’s 10 now) and
it’s of many drawings from a calendar
made by the Douglas sisters. It lives
on the back of my studio door....
depicting a kind of life-full state of
delirium.

-:) note 84
soggy cushion
Melbourne University Dumpster
October 2004

-:) note 85
Back detail of: plastralwallmold (explod
edrawing,Qwasicad,manualanalogslice
dchanellathrogrphy,fakewall3,godmad
man,manmadeplastic,hellospiral(again)
Blowup,indentation,Qwary,viralexcavat
ion)semidemolitions,unesseseryrenivat
ionss,dry,spa,duotone,white:er. MATERIALS, planks of 4.5x3.7 cm. 14.0x2.
9.0x3.5cm(structual pine).1005%
reyclable Promeg ploypropylenecolour
code 110 white (1.9 suede/sand).
colour code 110 white (0.8 suede/
sand) p.v.c forex sheeting 2mill 3 mill.
melimine white overlaid particle board
16 mill. ADHESIVERESURCH, FLASH
cyanoacrylate, medium, super glue
FLASH cyanoacrylate, thick, super
glue, SHELLEYS LIquid Nail (construction adhesive) SYSTEMENGINERING 6.cm grip clamps, wingnuts x
8(.8mill)IMPLENTATION Excel#19,E#11
angle blades.
Nick Mangan
Penthouse + Pavement
2001
-:) note 86
Front detail of: plastralwallmold
Nick Mangan
Penthouse + Pavement
2001
-:) note 87
digital collage generated from the
project one thing, another thing, some
things other, other things stagger
and....
Bianca Hester
January 2004
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Friday, March 04, 2005
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note: 35

A bit dim-eyed and smokey-haired this morning but my muscles are still resonating with
the sonically sublime experience of last night. Having arrived late, the first performance
we saw was by Pan Sonic, which was really enjoyable especially in the quieter moments,
I closed my eyes and was presented with a visualization of being wheeled down a glass
corridor looking onto a moonscape and slowly being put under anaesthetic by a crowd of
faceless beings. There was this little hypo-metal dude sitting near me, flicking his hair
and screeching laughter when a new phase kicked in or in those joyous moments when
the techno structure broke down into little episodes of mushed up psych-out, the accompanying oscilloscope projection pushing a big fat square wave outwards into white noise.
..............
The crimson fog in which they shroud the room is reminiscent of the sunset which
Machen’s Lucian sees over the old Roman fort, the lure of the darkness revealed to him
thereby. Standing on the raised carpeted structure around the floor, the frequencies made
my trousers shiver on my legs, at one point it felt as though the sound had matched the
natural frequency of my blood and it made my elbows buzz. Standing in the middle of the
floor before the stage I had to remind myself to breathe, for the deepest whumping,
pulsating outputs confused the reflexes of my lungs, stopped them dead. All about my
head and shoulders I felt as though I had grown a coat of soft rabbit fur. The audience
stood rapt as though before a massive, distant explosion. You could literally lean on the
sound; you had to, otherwise it would push you off balance. People making their way
down the stairs fell about as though drunk, their inner-ears hypnotised. In a wonderful
finish, the larger of the frequencies seemed to dry out, still resonating at the same rate
but each ragged pulse slowly being hollowed and cured, and then silence, in which you
realized your bones had fossilized in your legs, and you felt five kilograms lighter, your
head tending toward the ceiling like a helium balloon. Slowly the frozen crowd
re-animates, tentative movement, the remerging waves of collective human speech
sounding like a boiling pot of gravel and honey to ears which seemed to be shivering
in time with the soul of the earth.
note: 33

note: 26
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note: 4

Critical Mass1 does not position itself as protest but as a group of divergent people who meet to share a
bike ride home. The group quickly proliferates into is own shaggy mass of traffic, consisting not only of
cyclists but also including smaller numbers of skaters, scooters, joggers and pedestrians; a celebration
of the activity of movement itself. It’s a form of life – actual and propositional – which streams parallel
to, and proliferates within existing, albeit dominant modes of transportation. As an activity, Critical Mass
does not engage in an easy opposition to the principal traffic constituted by cars, it’s more of a playful
amplification of the possibilities of movement. It arises from within the predominant cultural situation,
and cuts a line through the prevailing logic that produces habitual actions.
It is not an activity that sits outside, rather alongside. By way of massing together a palpable feeling of an
embodied, concrete collectivity converges. Within the midst and movement of the accumulating bikebody (there are bikes everywhere as far as the eye can stretch!), emerges an infectious, intensifying power.
You almost can’t wipe the smile off your face. It’s a power that effectively transfigures the singular body of
lone cyclist into a rhizomatic or even carnivalesque body. This new, ‘big’ body is not just huge because
of its amassing numbers, but it acquires a bulk by virtue of its own productive intensity. It’s an extreme
body-of-bodies that in turn provisionally transfigures the very fabric of the road. There is just so much
‘space’ in the city when glimpsed from the big-bike-body. This rambling volume momentarily slows the
city down as it slugs its way through the urban grid, and in doing so, performs an opening of the channels
of the city. It also speeds the city up in a fluid kind of way, because of the inherent, nimble mobility of
bike riding. A bike never gets bogged in a traffic jam! The Critical Mass becomes a concrete proposition
towards another, or a series of other, potential engagements that extend and proliferate possibilities that
are already in play.

note: 5

It’s through my participation in Critical Mass that I approach a discussion of aspects of Tom Nicholson’s
banner marches that took place early February mornings in the inner city of Melbourne2. Like Critical
Mass I regard Tom’s project as a kind of affective force that produces a potent and empowering interiority
amongst those who participate. The ‘propositional’ burgeons from the multiple actions that structure
Tom’s practice. In parts, it is a practice
that offers a glimpse or an outline for
another, or extra, mode of potential
together-ness and connectivity. It’s from
the concrete social activity, upon which
the projects hinge (and depend) that I
think the political emerges. It’s a politic
that is experimental; not something
pre-given, but rather something that
arises and which is produced in activty.
The social body that forms in both
examples, because of the gathering
of individuals, makes a transitional
and poetic connection with the city.
This connection is momentarily and
potentially transfiguring, because it rubs
up against the social and economic
codes inflected in and structured by the
cities’ very materiality. These actions

between
actions:
working
through
Tom
Nicholson’s
practice
from
the
multiple
middle

........
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are powerful participatory events that are equally transitional, evocative and constructive in both their
actuality and proposition-ality.
The Banner Project took the form of an ‘indiscernible action involving between 15-20 people who met at
dawn in different sections of the city of Melbourne, ranging from a former gasworks area in the inner city
suburb of Albert Park, to a grassy strip adjacent to a city railway station. From these positions the group
mingled for half an hour, assisting with the set-up of the banners, drinking coffee and asking questions.
There were many familiar and unfamiliar faces; including artists, activists, friends and Tom’s extended
family members. From these meeting points, the group walked along designated routes set out by Tom,
which were itineraries determined by historic boundary lines (like the division of Northern Island or the
momentary annexing of East Timor in 1975). These lines were layered-over the streets of Melbourne and
the marches became a temporal re-tracing of them. In walking these lines we were transitionally enacting
a geometry formed by embodied human struggle, a geometry which literally emerged from the folding
of relations of power with the materiality of place. In our walking, we were participating in (and reproducing) multiple places in time and space; the fuzzy, unknown and dense places of an unimaginable
past, and the actual, yet equally unknowable, places of a city we participate in, and through our myriad
actions produce, everyday.
This detail of information was known only to the walkers though, and not rendered present by the marches
themselves at the moment of their walking-action. The banners outwardly presented dot-matrix images of
faces half-smiling. It was difficult to actually see the faces because they perpetually dissolved into their
own surfaces unless you stood a long way back. Any clear or central ‘subject’ of the marches seemed
concealed and also embedded to the point of it being obtuse and un-discernible. This was interesting,
because it played at the limits of notions that protest participants lack an appropriate understanding of what
they’re involved in. We’ve heard this many times in commercial media which repeatedly and violently
denounces any World Trade Organization (WTO) demonstrations, as well as the more recent protests
opposing Australian involvement in the
Iraq War (or really, any protest-action
at all). We witness the absurd fiction of
‘rent-a-crowd’ becoming active here. The
banner marches were potent because
they adopted the form that signifies a
protest, but with the central or defining
‘issue’ literally ejected. The subject of the
march then became the form/activity of
walking itself.3 This turned the marches
into a poetic-political activity centered
on a collective walking body. Like
Critical Mass, this collective body had no
hard outside edge that situated itself in
terms of a stark oppositional relationship
with ‘the city’ and it’s determined flows.
Instead, the marches quietly wove
themselves through the streets, proposing
forms of activity not habitually engaged
in during intensive peak-hour movementproliferations.

The force of the collective walkingbody, physically sharing and distributing
the immense load of banner structures,
was underscored by interaction and
dialogue. This is where I believe
the ‘politics’ of Tom’s practice to be
operating; in its facilitation of a brief
moment of together-ness that then
becomes a proposition for future modes
of collective participation.4 Excitement
was in the group. There was an
acknowledgement of carrying the work
out for Tom, and therefore of having a
central, over-riding objective. However,
this did not seem deterministic. There
was a sense that we were participating
in something affective and that this
simple, quiet activity subtly resonated
with the event’s general socio-political
context.
I have often heard Tom’s practice referred to as political, as if this were a type or genre that was pre-given
and easy to locate. I think that this identification compresses the practice into something that is branded
too easily. What I’m trying to suggest here is that Tom’s practice is potentially many things, depending on
the contexts it generates (and all art-work inevitably generates contexts). For me, the context of the works’
making, based in the enactment of social relations, is its most potent production of the political. When
the work then arrives at the site of display, and in this case for the recent show ‘NEW’5 at the Australian
Center for Contemporary Art (ACCA), I am less certain of where that political force now operates.
ACCA was the destination for material traces extracted from the marches, such as looped video footage,
the banners (minus the wooden frameworks constructed to carry them) and highly rendered prints of
the traced boundary lines. These prints sat under glass on top of long tressle tables. Newspaper spreads
from the days that the marches took place, and in which they were advertised, were also present. My
focus for engaging this display was to search for where and how the political was now operating – where
it was alive. On the street, Tom’s work was edgy, difficult, messy, social, relational and political. The
museum as the site of presentation offered up an entirely other condition. What happens when a practice
like this (considered as a kind of material, social and productive ‘force’) encounters the force of the
institution? Even through decades of ‘critique’, the museum (in Australia anyway) seems like a deadweight, imposing a heavy-handed and systematically ‘professional’ orientation (rather than a practice
oriented) approach that in turn seems to (mostly) squeeze out any space for the lively, contradictory
processes and unwieldy complexities of a practice, effectively homogenizing them into art-chunks for
cultural-economic consumption. This is a force that predominately ‘cleanses’ a practice, rendering it into
artifact-product. It’s from this framework that my questions arose for Tom’s work in this museum context
offered by ACCA.

So, it wasn’t enough for me to assume
that the work was operating politically,
just because of its prior social-political
force in the context of its participatory
production. At ACCA, I was looking for
the modes in which the work ‘worked’
at re-politicizing itself in this intensive
institutional situation. A radically
different work, how did it now grapple
with this new set of constructive
problems?

1

I think though, that aspects of Tom’s work rendered at ACCA interestingly shuddered at a variety of
limits: between action and the recollection of social actions (across time and place); and a knowledgeconferring or historicizing force given by the institutional framework. It did this most interestingly in
the videos that had been edited so that their images repeatedly dissolved into themselves, affectively
negating our attempts at placing them in coherent, or linear time and place. Their editing rendered them
perpetually stuck in their own repetitious moment. Like the experience of bearing the banners, there
was a sense of celebration of the march for its own sake above and beyond a transcendent ‘project.’ The
videos seemed to echo the absence of a defined ‘subject’ that I think underpinned each of the marches.
The videos’ projective presence hovered like a kind of weather that pervaded the entire installation. As a
viewer, I was happily left with a series of bits and pieces of information to join and rejoin into loose, unresolvable wholes. These bits then expanded from being traces of action and became tools or propositions
for future engagements and activities. In becoming-propositional the work started to escape a regime of
display in which it was positioned as a series of static artifacts. The work then began to leak out of its
temporary institutional context, forming virtual connections with the multiple, social places stuttering
beyond the actual building. As all this floated in and out of focus while I engaged the work, the videos
continued dissolving and folding into themselves, like the floating, almost un-discernible faces on the
banners’ surfaces, resisting ultimate identification and containment.

This

happens in every major city in Australia, and in other urban centers
like London.

The group is escorted by police on bicycles, who ride

with the mass in a collaborative fashion.
2

Tom Nicholson is a Melbourne based artist and writer who has been

working on Banner March projects for the last two years.

He has

recently been living and working in Berlin and London.
3

I think that all work is inevitably
‘politically engaged’ by the ways it
relates to the traditions, codes and
relationships to knowledge, power and
representation embedded in aestheticmaterial-social contexts. If considered
in this way, then many (sometimes
seemingly ‘unlikely’) practices can
open a potent political space in terms
of how they operate in relation to the
institutional field (and in turn how they playfully transfigure, open or proliferate that field). Practices
in which the political is pinned down as the aestheticized subject of the work, too often politely and
obligingly adopt conservative institutional regimes. In doing so, their so-called political content gets
squashed.

Critical Mass is an organized collective bike ride that occurs on

the last Friday evening of every month throughout the year.

This was most potent on the last march on a Saturday evening

through the streets of Brunswick.

We carried no banners this time,

and just walked as a small group of talking people towards an artist
run space – Occular Lab – where Julie Davies and Alex Rizkalla had
prepared a meal to celebrate the end of the march events. For me,
the radical absence of a ‘subject’ indicative of this last march was
really potent as it reminded me of when I was a child aimlessly and
festively wandering the streets with family and friends New Years
evening.
4

I would argue that this is precisely what some ‘artist initiated

spaces’ facilitate.

They are dynamic situations that arise from

the active engagements and contributions of divergent people.

A

plastic community emerges as this discordant group is empowered by
the virtue of their efforts at constructing contexts for independent
activity and dialogue.
5

NEW

is

an

annual

exhibition

held

at

Contemporary Art (ACCA) that began in 2003.

This text was initially published in May 2004
for Natural Selection Issue # 2
http://www.naturalselection.org.nz/
It was republished in Drain online magazine
issue #3: deterritorialization
http://www.drainmag.com/
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The 6 of us stood around the work
for about 2 hours, immersed in the
thickness of winter. Its sharpness had
settled into the concrete floor and
traveled up our leg bones quickly. We
stiffened and ached together.
The work bunched at our feet. We
moved backwards and forwards over
the bit where the carpet gathered
up to expose a glut of hands cast in
blackened polyurethane. They were set
in contortions, like a diagrammed rigor
mortis, or a rush of hysteria slowed
down and frozen into a set of ever-tight
positions.
The usually white florescent lights
above were replaced with yellow tubes.
The glow cast a nauseating hue over
us; illuminating fields of blackheads.
We attempted to speak about darkness,
about it being everywhere, rising in
everything; a spectral doubling. We
recalled the tricycle scene in The
Shining when the boy rode around
the hallways, over massive stretches
of patterned carpet. The persistent
haunting summoned by this scene was
one that had infused into the buildings’
very fabric. In turn the congealed
materiality all about him shuddered
with a shadowy and indeterminate
presence. An inexorable darkness;
faceless and formless; more marvelous
than ever possibly imaginable.

...there was a tresel table in the
front of the space, and it was laid
thick with cake up to it’s outer-most
limits. There was a double-chocolate
kugelhoff dusted with torrents of
fine sugar and wedged up by little
biscuits. There was a chocolate-tunnelvolcano cake, brimming with quince
pulp, and vanilla-chocolate polenta
‘extrusions’ piped through the centre
with cream. All this cake was the byproduct of a bake-off orchestrated by
Spiros Panigirakis. For an afternoons’
duration, the cakes were displayed,
shimmering in the glow of admiration
by children and hungry audiences. At
5.00pm (and after the reading of the
play), plates and knives arrived as a
sizeable frenzy buzzed, transforming
the baked sediment into a joyful blur
of crumbs.
note: 20

.................................................
response to the work of Starlie Geikie
titled: when the sleeper wakes
TCB Melbourne 2004

.................................................

“...I am writing to you
because I’d like to include
an image of your work. I’m
thinking of an image of the
presentation of fragments
you installed in the Gossard
project space. This work
has been formative to my
practice in terms of thinking of the ways in which
work produces its site or
context. Also, the idea of
work being relational, (or
a tool for the construction
of relations), has also been
important. The haptic qualities of some of the fragments in this installation
has really stuck with me,
especially the cast surface
of blue-stone rendered in
plasticine.....also, the way
you extracted work from
different contexts, and
grafted them into others so
as to generate new situations, has been integral
in my thinking about the
production of space/site in
terms of materiality...”

“...I am writing to you
because I’d like to include
an image of your work. I’m
particularly interested in
the performance you did at
CLUBSproject specifically
because of its improvisational qualities. [To me, this
is about the production of a concrete
experience which does not conform to
a known realm, but is open to the flux
of chance and unexpected material. It
is about the production of something
uncertain or indeterminate (rather
than residing safely inside a zone of
representation)]. What I found
exciting about that project
was the creation of a ‘context-specific’ and therefore
unrepeatable event. [I also like
the way you used the floor and how
you work ‘around’ and ‘across’ the
work]; as well as your
engaged involvement with
objects/instruments...AND
the building of partial
rhythms that opened up into
discordant layers and sonic
bursts!...”

“...I am writing to you
because I’d like to include
an image of your work from
the project at Westspace in
2002. I remember being
interested the framing
devices you were employing
[which seemed to produce an interior
that ‘folded’ and looped back on
itself, in which the viewer was caught
between the actual and the virtual].
This work has also been
important to my thinking
about the production of an
interior condition...” [that
works through different ‘temporalzones’, especially in relation to an
activity of crafting and to materiality]
note: 47

“...Utilizing the force of an industry
cooler and manipulating the materiality of air with 4.5 kW of cooling
power; active air will condition the
volume of Ocular Lab into an intensive
body of coldness.

note: 57
note: 59

Any movement produces a differential
stirring of air; bodies extend this;
(displacing air, becoming air,…).
Bodies don’t stop formally at the
limit-line……they persistently blur
out: smudging, generating, intensifying
space. Any body incorporates and
gets incorporated; perpetually...”

note: 69
note: 70

note: 6, 79, 80 + 76
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-:) we dance all night to i-tunes listings, in
bare feet abandon on carpet growing wet
through time and in patches from tumbling
beer delirium. We move so fast our lungs hurt.
We make mis-aligned cartwheels and our
elbows burn quickly from unexpected tumbles
into ravaged shag-pile. Morning comes and
smudges us. We fray into dull melancholy.
April 2005

